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By PAUL COHUNF
Spartan Daily Staff W riter
President Hobert D. Clark has appointed an ad hoc committee to supercede those
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Nineteen To Face Trial Jan. 2
By ’,RE(’ ti.tl.tiOVEK
spartan Dully Staff Writer
\ ineteen
persons arrested
pre Thanksgis nig
demonstrations Nos. 20-21 an
out of jail am hail or on their
0%11 recognizanee %slide polka.

Group Studies
Student Code
After Protest
It Jon \ %%ALIAS
Spartan’ Daily Stan Writer
An interim student conduct
code is curiently on the drawing
board as a result of last week’s
anti -Dow demonstration.
Pres. Robert D. Clark, working
with the other six members of the
Executive Committee of the Academic Council, last week appointed
a special committee of faculty and
students to draw up the document.
The committee is meeting this
week in an attempt to have the
report out early next week. It will
seek to clear ambiguities and close
loopholes in the existing code.
The existing code is a 14 -page
Presidential directive regulating
the use of buildings and grounds.
It is known as the Time, Place.
and Manner directive, and was
made college policy by the Academic Council at the conclusion of
last semester.
However, it has proved inadequate because of inherent ambiguities. For example, it does not
state who may use sound equipment, such as bullhorns, on campus. The directive states that only
students may check out sound
equipment from the Audio-Visual
Department- but it does not state
whether or not students or nonstudents may bring on to campus
and use sound equipment acquired
off campus.
The special committee is currently working on an interim code
that will clarify these gaps in the
present policy. Four faculty members and three students comprise
that committee.
The need for a more precise
code is generally attributed to the
rise of student political activism
on campus according to many college administrators and faculty.
"Disciplinary measures in the
(Continued on Page tit
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dent participant in the mai1 /ow de/moist rat’ s. turned
Iiirsell oser to San Jose ’Mike
at
the all% lee of San
Jose attorney John Thorne Monday
afternoon. Thorne had been
arrested during the disturbance for failure to disperse.
Police say Miss 1Vestfall was
identified from photographs taken
during a confrontation between
demonstrators and police. She is
accused of hitting officers with
boards when they began a riot
formation sweep to clear Seventh
Street.
WOMAN RELEASED
The young woman was released
un her own recognizance shortly
after she contacted authorities.
Richard B. Kaufman, 19 -yearold SJS sophomore and political
science major, was arrested last
Wednesday evening at his East.
San Fernando Street apaitment
for violation of a section of the
California It
Veterans Code.
Kaufman, also identified through
photos by poliee, is amused of
burning the American flag during
the first day of Dow Chemical
protesting. He is one of seven demonstrators recently granted a mistrial on tnisdeemanor charges in a
Marine table protest Oct. 10.
Police withheld the names of
several Per1i1ms sought in connection with the protests.
Thorne, legal counsel for the
demonstrators, said trial for participants in the Oct. 10 Marine
table and Nov. 20-21 anti-Dow
demonstrations is set for Jan. 2.
He explained, however, that
there %vas some conflict since some
arrested persons had participated
in both demonstrations and that
the present date was set just "to
clear things up." Thorne said a
new date for the anti -Dow protesters can be expected.
NEW TRIAL
Nick Kopke, Ira Meltzer, Richard Kaufman, James Hurst, Adna
Louie and Connie Kurz face. a new
trial Jan. 2 on misdemeanor
charges against them for participation in Marine table demonstrations.
Clifford Ruesch, 21 -year-old nonstudent, and his wife. Linda, 19,
began 15-day jail sentences yesterday for resisting arrest during
the Marine disturbance. Municipal
Court Judge William J. Harris im-

posed the jail terms at the conclusion of a probation heating.
’rhe most recent demonstrators
and their charges, excluding Kaufman, Thorne and Miss Westfall,
are:
Allen K. Davis, 22, SJS student, charged with unlawful assembly.
Donald Kantor, 21, SJS student, arrested for unlawful assembly and resisting arrest.
Thomas Good, 22, non-student, charged with unlawful assembly. He is a member of the
Students for a Democratic Society (SDS t Steering Committee.
William Crebbin, 19, arrested
for unlawful assembly and battery.
He is a sophomore in tutorials.
Doug Degher, 25, SJS graduate sociology student, accused of
unlawful assembly and battery.
Benjamin Falk, 21, junior In
business management, charged
with unlawful assembly, He is a
member of the SDS Steering Committee.

Lee’s student investigative commiss.

Phillip Stevens, non-student
and American Liberation Front
ALF1 member, arrested for failure to leave state college property.
A udrey Eckhardt. junior
philosophy student, accused of battery.
Clifford Boesch, non -student,
charged with failure to leave state
college property. Ruesch was also
arrested during Marine table demonstration Oct. 10.
Nick Kopke, 25, arrested on
charges of unlawful assembly and
failure to disperse. He was recently suspended for anti-ROTC’ demonstration in early October.
Douglas Flynn Orr, member
of Hell’s Angels motorcycle club,
Daly City, charged with carrying
a deadly and concealed weapon.
Michael P. Valosick, Daly
City Hell’s Angel, arrested fur disturbing the peace.
Dennis Harvey, 24, non-student, charged with battety on a
((’ontinued on Page 3)

Dow Testimony Is Taped
For Protesters Defense
By JOYCE AUGUSTIN
Spartan Dally Staff Writer
Two philosophy professors Tuesday concluded taping the testimony of students and faculty present at the campus demonstrations
last Monday and Tuesday.
Dr. Arthur Cody and Thomas
Mueller, who call themselves ’friends of San Jose," collected the
testimony to aid in the defense of
those arrested in anti-Dow disturbances.
The four tapes will be sent to
John Thorne, the attorney who
defended demonstrators arrested
in the Marine picketing, Mueller
said.
He said the tapes also will be
sent to the news media.
"A main objective of the testimony," added Mueller "is to discover whether the police came onto
campus to prevent violence already
begun or whether they actually
perpetrated violence themselves."
Jack Ray, associate professor of
speech, said he saw no violence
until the police came on campus.
He added however that he heard
the police announce the assembly
as unlawful and ordered the crowd
to disperse before advancing onto
campus.

tees already established to imestigate last week’s anti -Dow demonstrations.
The only body that isn’t effected by the naoritorium request is ASH President Vic

Jim Noah, SJS public relations
director, said he heard the police
and Dean Stanley Benz ask the
students to "Please disperse or I
will have to declare this an unlawful assembly."
SJS student Phil Stevens, said
he tried to enter the administration building to register for graduate school and was refused admittance.
He said that a police officer with
Badge Number 107 struck him in
the leg with his billie club.
"I was then dragged through
some glass by a plainclothesman in
a green suit." He added.
Bruce Johnson, an SJS student
giving his account of the riot, said
that the chair thrown through the
administration doors was thrown
by demonstrators.
The demonstrators according to
Johnson became enraged when a
policeman in the wedge coming
through the crowd threw the chair
at them, they then picked up the
chair and threw it at police hitting
the window instead," he said.
When asked if he felt the officer was throwing the chair merely
to get it out of the way, he said
no.

. That commission will investigate the reasons for

the recent demonstrations and actions of the school administration and San Jose Police.
President Clark’s committee
has ten tias to determine an
interim policy. The policy will
consider punishment for campus offenses, questions of double jeopardy, ASH or cis il jurisdiction, anti suspensions and
expo’s’ s under a new conorganization’s steering committee,
By MARC N1’RRE
sistant
said he thought the dissention
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The Judiciary hearings anA rift has developed among could be blamed on the absence
Instanced yesterday, will also
members of Students fur a Demo- of communication among members
conic tinder President Clark’s cratic Society (SDS) over the on the ideals of the group.
requested moritorium. Other goals and methods of the organi"Frankly, we were too interested
committees effected by the mot, zation, according to two members in short range things and not
enough interested in where the
itorium include the SDS, AFT, of the group.
SDS will meet tonight to dLscuss organization wanted to go," Hutand the Philosophy Departthe grievances. No time or place chinson said.
ment.
Although he emphasized that
has been named for the conThe committee contains four fa- frontation.
the friction began earlier, he menculty members appointed by Dr.
The controversy centers in two tioned one recent incident which
Clark; they are Dr. Harold DeBey, areas --the first is between mem- is an example of his complaints.
chairman, Dr. Robert S. Martin, bers who are calling for a "revoKGO radio, a station in San
Or, Theodore Norton, and Dr. lution" and others who merely Francisco, recently broadcast an
George Muench.The three student want to strongly influence the editorial against policies and acmembers appointed by Vic Lee, are goals of society. The second Is a tions of SDS, and under provisions
Eric Mueller, Jose Aiverez, and personality conflict between mem- of the Federal Communications
Lew Solitske,
bers and those who want to lead Commission the organization was
President Clark said the purpose SOS,
offered equal time to reply.
of hLs committee was to "draft a
Hutchinson said that the group’s
One of the two dissatisfied
set of procedures for student rights members, Bill Hutchinson of the
(continued on Page 6)
and responsibilities to be included
in a permanent student code."
According to Lee, the reason
that his commission escaped the
requested moritorium is that, "students should investigate and make
recommendations first on matters
that concern them, and it is also
They know they’re good athletes.
By LINDA ARENA
the responsibility of student government to defend the rights and
Student opinion of the pro- This is one of the outlets society
lets them. Society lets them excell
freedoms of the students."
posed Negro boycott of the
Lee’s commission, the first of its 1968 Olympics is reflected in In only a few ways. I don’t think
they’ll go through with it."
kind on any college campus, will
Jim Blankenship, senior: "I
begin its investigation Monday at the following student comdon’t agree with it at all. I don’t
12:30 in Morris Dailey Auditorium. ments.
Anderson, graduate think it has anything to do with
Harold
President Clark’s committee had
student, social sciences: "I tend to the racial problem. I don’t see that
its first meeting Tuesday.
The five - member commission sympathize with them. Whether it’s helping. It seems like it’s
will make recommendations to Lee, it’s effective or not is hard to building propoganda for the Comor the Student Council, in an effort judge at this time. It’s just the munist nations."
Howard Hildreth, senior: "I
to create a more workable recruit- beginning of their movement. But
on the other hand, I feel they as don’t think they should do it being policy on the SJS campus.
"The decision to accept these top athletes have a particular kind cause we won’t win. But if it’s
of leverage that can be very ef- true that the Olympic committee
(Continued on Page 3)
discriminates, then I think they
fective."
Gary Kinney, graduate stu- should do it."
James Giottoninl, senior: "You
dent: "I think it’s basically a
negative approach. They could get kind of indignant but you have
(Continued on Page 3)
A half-hour TV documentary bring about a positive approach,
concerning recent demonstrations like present the total number of
against Dow Chemical at SJS will points they accumulate to their
be shown this afternoon in E 132 respective country. Although I can
from 4:30 to S. Originally sched- understand their rebellion, I doubt
uled for viewing in ED 100, the If they’ll be successful in carrying
The support President Clark
new location was chosen in anti- It out nationally."
rally scheduled for today at noon
--Sue Walker, senior: "It’s on Seventh Street will he held
cipation of a large audience. The
program, produced by SJS’s Radio. headed by Cassius Clay. I think in Morris Dailey .Auclitorliun in
Television News Center was aired it’s just a means to an end like case of rain.
recently on KQED (Channel 9). most of the things they’re doing

Members Claim Rift
In SDS Over Policy

Students Express Opinions
On 1968 Olympics Boycott

Dow Film Airing

If If Rains...
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M.D. Says LSD Can ’Blow Your Mind Out of Your Ear’
Editor’s Note: ISD, That odorless, colorless. tasteless.
"instant nirvana," started out in 1918 with the greatest
of hopes. When first synthesised by Swiss chemist Dr.
Albert Hoffman, if was hailed as an answer in the treatment of alcoholism, schizophrenia and other mental disorders. Nearly every carefully controlled research project
has deflated the scientific value of LSD. This article, first
of two parts, explains why.
By PATSY MILLER
Spartan Daily Feature Editor
Before LSD, Fidel Lorenza.na was an electrical
mechanic. Now the counselor at the New Life Center a San Jose rehabilitation center for drug addicts, he is afraid to screw in a lightbulb and he
can remember little about his trade.
Go ahead, use LSD, says Dr. David Breithaupt,
San Jose physician and backer of a free medical
clinic for drug users, "You have every right to
choose to blow your mind, but you must also accept
the risk that you may blow it out your ear."
LSD, say the physicians and scientists is a hallucinogen drug which affects perception, thought,
speech, memory and the reasoning processes. It may
produce a state of ecstacy or deep-seated depression.
For this reason LSD is called a psychedelic drug
(mind affecting).
Who uses LSD? And why? There are the curious
and the thrill -seekers. But a great deal of the users
are intelligent, serious people. For many it is a
search for God or introspection.
SPIRITUAL BONDAGE

IS THIS THE "WHITE CLOUD" LSD users seek? One acid user
describes the sensation as the pinnacle. "like climbing five
flights of stairs to the roof and seeing the world." All too often
it is a short and traumatic trip to the bottom of nowhere.

Timothy Leary, ex-Harvard professor even formed
a new religion with LSD RS a sacrament. "Turn on,
tune in, drop out," said LSD’s high priest and one of
his fellow believers did. Dr. Allen Cohen, ex -Leary
researcher and now staff psychologist at Berkeley,
is a Leary dropout. "LSD leads to spiritual bondage,
not freedom," said the 30-time user, and he stopped

taking it when he realized it was a "fake."
Some believe society, not LSD, is the problem.
Dr. Thomas Gray, director of SJS health center,
believes "acid" is only a symptom. "We live in
strange times. It is a restless time, there is a deep
bid to break out of the situation. It may represent
deep buried insecurity, much deeper mental and
emotional turmoil."
One doctor says the LSD user is "as alienated
from society as the Negroes in the large city."
LSD seems particularly to attract the adolescent.
During this period they are struggling with feelings
of aggression and sexuality, along with the need
to establish an identity. LSD can provide introspection and enable them to deny these feelings as well
as give them membership in the LSD group.
LSD POTENT
One fart is well known. The potency of LSD is
terrifying. One ounce provides enough drug for
300,000 doses. Says Dr. J. Thomas Ungerleider.
psychiatrist specializing in LSD cases at UCLA.
"Until more is known about the short and long
term effects of LSD as well as how to predict who
will have a bad experience, it must be considered
a very dangerous drug."
To sonic, the LSD hallucinations are terrifying.
Users see skulls and mutilated figures. The apparently well adjusted person can be thrown into acute
psychosis requiring days or months of treatment.
Past good experiences are no guarantee; the potential for harm is immense.
Bad trips can occur in the best of settings. College professors have blown their minds in good surroundings. There is no way to predict a bad trip.
Studies on set and setting reveal the unpredictability of LSD. Dr. Ungerleider and fellow psychiatrist Dr. Duke D. Fisher, report that even with
soft lighting, carpets and experienced sitters or
illelnalsleniemenneeler

guides many persons have been hospitalized who
have had up to 100 previous good LSD experiences.
"There is no single factor that guarantees immunity from an adverse LSD reaction," they emphasize.
PERSONALITY A FACTOR
Dr. Gray believes that the user’s personality is
a vital factor in what happens on a trip. The person
who takes LSD is generally "not well integrated,
lacks basic goals, good family relations and good
common sense."
If the potential user is basically healthy, relatively free of anxiety and hostility, the drug may
have a positive effect. But if the same lass of
identity and built up defenses occur or the mind is
flooded with repressed conflicts, the user can go to
pieces and stay that way.
ISD is not instant smartness or creativity. Although users report writing poetry, music and painting while on a "trip," it is rarely of any quality.
An LSD experiment reported in the May -June 1966
issue of Canada’s Mental Health states, "in spite
of the apparent profundity of thought that the patient experiences. intellectual standards actually
deteriorate. The person thinks less logically . . .
communication is extremely difficult."
Dr. Breithaupt believes that these mind -altering
drugs of which there are about 100) should not be
discounted all together. More research in the field
of psychedelic drugs is needed. "All users have
something to say and we should hear them," Dr.
Breithaupt declares. "Millions of trips are being
wasted." But he emphasized that they should be
conducted in a controlled laboratory situation.
"LSD has little redeeming value," he continued.
"It is dangerous and risky, even to use in a human
research setting, but to be used on the street is to
compound the dangers."
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"Those matters which can affect the benefit and harm of all, ought
to be known and heard by all, who may thus attain the beneficial and
Marsilio of Padua
repel the opposite."
Editor

KEN BRYANT

KEN BECKER

-The osemitelming

of mankind
in time and space hasp belieyed in a fixed
social order. guided Ity do", iii authority
is hick indisidual men and noisiest are es peeled not to criticize but to accept."
- -Adlai Stevenson
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Staff Editorial

Day for Pres. Clark
Today has been set aside as
of concern" for Pres. Robert D. Clark
by a committee called lour Educators
and Students ( YES I.
(The official "Day of Concern- on
campus racial problems has been rescheduled for the first part of Derember).
But t..dav.- rally of concern for
Pres. Claik should be honored by all
facult and students at SJS.
For the need of a "day of concern"
fin- Pres. Clark has grown consideraidy since the idea first took form a
month ago.
Follisint! on the heels of campus
including his cancelracial tensions
lation of the SJS-El l’a, football
game and ptistponement of the original "Day of Concern- activities - Dr.
Clark %%as forced to face the biggest
test of his "ethos"’ last week during
the second day of demonstrations
against a Dow Co. recruiter.
For those (faculty, off-campus citizens. and state officials) who have
criticizeil the president for lacking
courage and "giv ing in" to campus
radical- ,ind threats of violence. Dr.
artions that day can only be
described by Ernest Ilemingway’s def-age - "grace under
inition of t
pre-nre."
Dr. Clark. who had stumbled onto
the situat. after a ten-day trip to the
Dominican Republic - stood engulfed in a sea of angry. emotional students and attempted to carry on a dispas-ionate. logical. and meaningful
dialogue for nearly two hours.
And. in the end. Dr. Clark had passed the test once again.
NIthongh the issue really had not
re-ol% ed. Dr. Clark successfully
had eoniniunicated to the demonstral"rs his belief that their concern was
legitimate and their ideas were wel-
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come. Yet. he had not backed down
from his 11%511 prineiples, either.
But. most of all. Dr. Clark - and
he alone - had been able to pacify
the crowd anti aert the kind of Niolenee that had erupted the day before.
And %% hen the ertmd quietly and
peacefully dispersed. the students
"voted vs it hi their feet- supptirt for
the underlying theme of today’s rally:
Carry on. Pres. Clark.
"C’mon boy ... speak...!’

F.M.

Thrust and Parry

’Civilization Is Long and Painful Ladder’
’Stupid to Burn Ladder
From Under Ourselres’
Editor:
Our house of reason has become an impassioned carnival of causes. It does not
matter if it is the issue of whether or not a
business should use the placement office, or
whether the Mexican -American is properly
represented, or whether the American of
African descent is trapped in a subtle spatial
limit, or whether the administration is dictatorial-the issue becomes a cause and the
cause engenders anger and the anger forms
clusters and the clusters excuse themselves
as their own violent justification.
When a mob forms on campus and moves
to block, to beat, to abuse, to destroy, it is
no care whether the Inob, once formed, is inspired from within or from without -either
way the college dies.
The college is leason-more importantly
the college is the successful development of
reason as a method of avoiding the instincts
of the herd. If it has not done this and cannot
now do this, it is in every sense a failure.
Civilization is a long and painful ladder. It
seems stupid to burn it from under ourselves
because we are disappointed in the progress
we make or because we cannot yet see the
top.
Wars are not ended by smaller, slightly less
maiming, local conflagerationa Peace is not
achieved by knocking someone down with a
briefcase lettered. "Freedom now." You cannot very successfully develop good intentions
overseas if you are busy kicking your loyal
opponent in the groin.
Each student, faculty member, and administrator, who cannot now sit on his hands and
use his head, pushes us hack toward the
caves, toward the dread night of irrational
spirits, black magic, death for its own sake,
blood for the warm taste of blood.
And every fine mind, and each great book,
and all men who ever struggled to rid themselves of fear, and those rarest of all creatures who have developed the spirit and the
joy of thought, are all mocking wasted shadows of what might have been.
Is this to be our willful course?
Edward J. Laurie,
Professor of Management

’Suggestions for Election
Were Frightfully Biased’
I :011 ’’5.i

I

II III,. 101.d. portrayed in yes.
by Evan Moustakici,
eleetrical engineering
The is -ate, a
a them, that he honestly
felt
on an ASH special eleetiori.
.
t
iaased.
w.ae
Th, ,1,1
stion, while drbaterlly suggesting that the incidents "interfered with and
disrupted normal college actions," stated that
the causes were students and/or faculty. This
set up the obvious "no" when asked if such
people have the right to do so.
,Faisherl this negative attitude,

ltsisItirsso

Mr. Moustakas in the third question asks if
"we" are in favor of such demonstrations.
I believe that Mr. Moustakas is guilty of
setting up his answers, the ones he wants to
see. Be has looked over the point that the
police could have possibly had a hand in last
week’s disturbances, a question his survey
should try to answer.
I have not yet made up my mind concerning last week. and I do not deny Mr.
Moustakas the right to express his opinion.
But his suggested questions do not come close
to being honest. His opinions control his questions, making it slanted and biased and certainly unable to solve anything that happened
last week.
Chris Farrow, A161429

SDS Menthes. Rejoices
Over New Napalm Policy
Editor:
The students of SJS have won a great victory in the fight against the military-industrial ruling class. Dow Chemical has announced that it may not produce napalm any
more, and the news broadcast of Nov. 22 cited
the massive demonstrations at SJS (the
largest anti-Dow movement in the country)
as a major factor, or at least the last straw.
SDS is heartened by the massive support
shown to our common cause, and we hope
that this event wipes forever the label
"apathy" from the name of SJS.
There will be new issues to organize in
SDS, and we hope that those of our student
body who stood together against the cops on
our campus, who walked with us on the picket
lines, who went with us to STOP Dow will
now join with us to fight for the issues which
concern us all.
David MeNaniee, A1703

’Why Didn’t the Judiciary
Handle Demonstrators?’
Editor:
I have some questions concerning the recent
ROTC demonstrations and suspension of some
of the demonstrators, I hope that the ASS
government and the administration might
respond to these questions:
Ill Why didn’t the ASH judiciary handle
the case? If this was a case- that should have
been handled by the ASI3 judiciary, why didn’t
the judiciary demand that it handle the case?
i 2i Why were the demonstrators given such
Unequal sentences? Roger Lein. received no
sentence
all, %el he readily admits that he
%%a.
tle ’1,11’0,1,dr-01w%, Why is it that
delibmstr:111,t’s remived a one-se11,pension, %%hile the other 1%vo were
ar,i)eraled for a whole year?
111 Most of the students and familty members which I have talked to felt that a one
year suspension was too harsh a sentence considering the nature of the violation. How does
the administration justify such a harsh sentence, especially when one of the demonstrators received no sentence at all?
John L. Swanson, A12935

’Campus Really Needs
More Lair Enforcement’
What this campus needs now to keep things
from going completely to hell is more law
enforcement. In recent weeks the police have
shown themselves unwilling to enforce the
law impartially.
Anyone who breaks the law ought to be
arrested, including (It right wing students
and 12) policemen.
As was clear last week and earlier in the
AFL-Marine incident, there are hypocrites on
the campus and off who, though they speak
loudly about the importance of law and order’,
approve of exceptjons in both of the cases
just mentioned.
Vietnam is a political issue, the cause of a
dispute about what our national objectives
ought to be. When the police, or rather a
few people, take sides fin this case with the
right wing) and refuse to enforce the law
impartially, then they become the paid bullies
of a political group,
A few bullies bring hishonor to a group of
men which most of us have been taught to
respect and teach our children to respect. In
so doing they make police work much more
dangerous and frustrating than it needs to be.
The only reason there. is not more police
partiality and brutality is that we will not
permit it. It is our law. Seeing that it is
properly enforced is in everyone’s interest.
We must see to it that everyone who breaks
the law is identified and punished. As a first
step in the present situation ue should investigate cases where the law has apparently
not been enforced. This could be done by the
ASS or the Academic Council or, best of all,
by a combined student -faculty committee officially charged to report to both.
If you want to see that it is done,
at F0232, ext. 2137.

Tear gas bombs exploded on Seventh
Street due to this philosophy. Nearly six
mill’
Jens were murdered, by the fascists, because of it. And our c
try will
decay at its roots, unless we obliterate this
parasitic thought.
"Not to criticize but to accept it" is the
basic irritant which stimulates this cancer.
’flier,. tea difference between being patriotic and being close-minded. Too often
our psendo-patriots rush in waving the
flag and baring their star-spangled bottoms in our faces, with t the least hit
of reflection. of their derrieres.
William II. hyte Jr. said in Isis article, "Tii, New Illiteracy,- "It is wretched
advice that the healthy system is one in
%Idyls the indiyidual feels no conflict.
Every great advance has come about, and
always will, hi-cause sonwone was frustrated by the status goo. because someone
exercised skepticism, the questioning, anti
the kind of curiosity which, to borrow a
phrase, blows tlw lid off of everything."
Without this blowing of the lid there
probably would never be any growth its
any soeiety. in autocracy there is one
thought. To differ is death. Thank God
we have not reached that stage yet, ihough
there are those v. ho profess it.
W hat occurred during the Anti -Dow
demonstrations. on

Editor:

contact

me

Dr. Philip D. Jaeldin,
Department of Philosophy

’Violence Exists When
Will to Violence Exists’
Editor:
The Associated Students must understand
that the nature of violence is like the nature
of foul weather. As foul weather exists as
soon as the clouds have gathered, not just
when the lightning strikes, so violence exists
as soon as the will to violence exists, not just
when the mob has wreaked havoc on the object of its hate.
There is no question of when the violent,
started. It’s been wilts its all semester. There
is a question of when we will begin to take
the concerted and decisive steps against it
that it so blatantly dares Its to take. So we
do it now, while we still have the means to
resist, or do we wait until it has flattened us?
A militant minority can succeed only in a
climate of complacency. To delay is to forfeit
our campus by default.
William 0. Huttlinger, A17723

ma--

campus, ivas a clear

confrontation of the "blowing of the lid"
against the "fixed social order." And the
result vsas. "Don’t criticize. Accept."
Mary Follet, author of Creative Experience, has said, "Truth emerges from difference." How are we to Inte that truth,
if UP
the difference.
(Me state senator in partieular has ern-

this diiiiretice does not belong on the uniYersity and college es-imply:es of the stale. It seems the only slynaJoie 55.1% h difference is emerging, is on
the rello;.;.
attiptises. Si
hi this be halted. how email we es allude truth, if there
pliasizeil that

is no difference?
So rely
cannot unlawfully criticize
the fixed social onler, bin is lien the criticism i its lauful 1.1111iCAI, II -hould not he
controlled eillier. t :oil our St/1’11’1y says
we cannot speak freely against the "fixed
sovial order.- lye base the right to do so.
It should he added_ if we believe that
the "fixed soeial order- is incorrectly
structured, it should be our duty to criticize and correct that problem.
"To do one’s (hay SIIIIIIIIS a rather cold
and cheerless business, but $
how in
the end it does give one a queer sort of
satisfact. "
-Somerset Nlaugham

It seems a weak person and philo-ophy
which cannot weather rational, empirieal
discussion or debate. If there is confidence in the "fixed social order," then it
should be confidently defended.
Unfortunately, this does not occur. The
defendants of it cry, "you can’t criticize.
You must accept!" And those criticizing
reply, ’lily?" The answer has been plainly simple- silence.
"I’ve never been hurt by anything I
didn’t say."
-Calvin Coolidge

Notable Quotes I
Louisiana (Mx. John MeKeithen, speaking;
of the Presislenrs untiopularits in his stale:
The best f’11;111(1, 10 get Johnson rIelealed
most soundly is to see that his name
the ballot-- and perhaits underline it.
in Semite
Sen. J. W. Fulbright,
speech:
The facts are that very few countries are
supporting us in Vietnam in any meaningful
way and that most Asian countries are profiting from the war while we and, of course, the
South Vietnamese, do the spending and dying.

..C.C.COOe

(his’ i)qv .5cr.1 ire

SPECIALIZING IN THE REPAIR OF EUROPEANMADE CARS:
PORSCHE, MERCEDES AND VOLKSWAGEN.

& 1:114hinern Ionte
Our Specialty

I.) F

nnta Clare

1’9 4.0110

$18

STAMP IT!

Special Student Rental Rates
Three months rental applies to purchase price of any
machine if you decide to buy.

10% DISCOUNT
WITH ASTI C \RD
A rt Cleaner,

TYPEWRITERS RENTED

We also rent lectrics, portable and standard.

LINCOLN

AVENUE

3 months

manual

Can jo-lie Typewriter Co.

GARAGE EUROPA
850

1

295-9082

24 South Second

Establisned 1900

293 6383

REGULAR
MODEL

ANY
2
\4111110111...
la
S LINE TEXT
Ti. flnott INDESTRUCTIBLE METAL
POCKET RUBBER STAMP, ’/,"ii".
Send chock or money order. Be
sore to maul, your Zip Code. /go
!voltage or handling charges. All
anlea Pte.
Prompt shl moorit. Satisfaction Eturrintood
THE MOPP CO.
P. 0. Mot II1623 Lamm %Nam Station
AMINO, 05 , 30326
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STUDIO
292-6771
396 SOUTH FIRST ST.
SIDNEY POITIER
WITH LOVE"
"TO SIR.
plus
"WHO’S MINDING
THE MINT?"
DISCOUNT WITH ASS CARD

DON’T MISS OUT ON
THE FUN THIS WINTER

SKI
ON REAL SNOW
IN THE BAY AREA

SNOW HILL
4988 EL CAMINO
961-6921

LOS ALTOS
DAY S EVE CLASSES
OPEN SKIING AVAILABLE

The
Souper
Dress.
Now’s your chance to get the
one, the only Souper Dress
...a smashing paper put-on
that could only come from
Campbell.
It’s red, white and bright all over
with eye-poppin’ Campbell cans
coming and going. To get your
Campbell Paper Dress, send $1.00
and your size (the Souper Dress
comes Small/5.8, Medium/9-12, or
Large/13-16) with your name and
address (remember your zip code!)
to Dress Offer, Box 615, Maple
Plain, Minn. 55359. Offer expires
March 31, 1968. Good only in the
United States and Puerto Rico.
Campbell’s Souper Dress. On you
it’ll look M’m! M’m! Good!

Trial Slated for Protesters

SPARTAN DAI1IN-4

Discuss Pros, Cons of Boycott
Letter Backs Students

sport", 1)1.,%.111, that is the
I)
one field in which they are treated
equally. I feel they’re only hurting themselves."
Jerry Meredith, freshman: "I
agree with it. They should do anything they can to make the problem known iind force the Issue.
That’s just or., of the many ways
they valid,.

(Continued from Page 1)

protesting on the outside sit ,)our
country."
to respect their right. I probably
Kathy Kygar, freshman: "I
would do the same thing but I’d
don’t thing it’s really necessary.
expect people to get mad at me." They won’t accomplish anything.
--Linda Gasper, sophomore: "I Sports and politics are two difthings and I don’t think
think they’re hurting themselves fet
By WYNN COOK
more than doing good. They’re you should mix them together."
Tom Mayberry. freshman: "I
Spartan Daily Staff writer
cutting off their noses to spite
Forty-fi e SJS faculty mem- themselves. I think the Olympics don’t think that it’s right. 1,I11.1.i111bers have signed and circulated is a once in a lifetime opportunity

Clark, Lists
SJS Needs

a letter addressed to Pres. Rob- and it’s a shame that they have
ert D. Clark, which lists several to give it up."
urgent requests and
--Milton Armistead, junior: "I
confidence in the current col- agree with Harry Edwards. I
read the coach’s comment and it
lege ad
tratiou.
typifies the simple mind of the
The letter suggests that remiddle class American today. He’s
cent events "reveal a lack of ignorant and blind to a real probclearly stated principles based lem in this country today. The
on faculty and student consen- plight of the American Negro today cannot he overstated. And the
sus."
According to one of its signers, time has come when the Negro
Dr. Mervyn L. Cadwallader, pro- mast take a stand and be a man."
"I
-- Marilyn Legge, junior:
fessor of sociology and anthropology, two SJS professors initi- think one reason they are doing
ated the letter to Dr. Clark, They this is that, in athletics especially,
are Dr. Robert C. Gordon, pro- they are thought of as Americans,
fessor of English, and Dr. Harold whereas in other fields they are
DeBey, professor of chemistry. thought of as just Negroes. It
represents a poor picture of AmerDOUBT EXPRESSED
ica to other countries. It’s more
Those signing the letter eximportant to work from within
pressed doubt that current polithan to create even more separacies and their manner of enforcetism in the United States from
ment can prevent campus unrest.
"Continuing disorder at SJS,"
the letter states, "would be disastrous for campus activities and
would also threaten outside intervention which would destroy the
possibility of a free and open campus."
The first appeal in the letter is
for stronger enforcement of the
president’s directive regarding use
of state college buildings and
grounds.
Next, the letter asked that sole
responsibility for requesting and
utilizing police on campus rests
with the college president and two
vice presidents.

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
rzicarzOo s 6 Nights a Week

expresses

FEATURING:
Alon.-Faces of Jazz

At(’
4

N\ cll. & Stin.The New
liberty Singers

-10
111771

Thurs.-Brown & Shelton

Clark Appoints
Ad Hoc Committee
To Study Riots
(Continued from Page 1)
recommendations is up to President Clark," Lee said.
Witnesses will he called for the
daily Pi hour sessions, to present
the facts of last Monday’s demonstrations.
Questions to be asked by the
commission will include; Why was
tear gas used? What were the masons that prompted calls to the
San Jose Police? And what were
the aims of SDS?
"The commission is attempting
to legitimize itself by taking the
Initiative in probing into such
area,; of concern," concluded Lee.

SUMMER LOWER DIVISION COURSES
Bonn -Madrid -Paris
6 Weeks. $660.
Jet from N.Y., Lodging, Tuition, Excursions.
Plus Two Weeks Free Time.
Sponsored by the Foreign Language League.
Directed by instructors from
Cerritos -Orange Coast-Rio Hondo Colleges.
Write to John Coates
Orange Coast College
Costa Mesa, California

In. & Sat.The
Aristocrats
DINNERS

Open Daily at 4 p.m.
Entertainment
Starts at 9 p.m.

218 Willow St.
294-4009

($t cover for minors)

2 Great

VAUGHN’S PRE-HOLIDAY
1/2 PRICE SUIT SALE

AIMS SUGGESTED
It was further suggested that
Pres. Clark select a person to mete
out student discipline. Reorganization of the Dean of Students office
was also urged.
Within the next two weeks, the
letter asks for the formation of
an ad interim code "protecting
proper student conduct and defining improper student conduct."
The letter also requests the appointment of a committee of faculty and students to draft a set of
principles "defining and protecting
a free and open campus." Such a
committee, the letter suggests
should function "outside normal
channels of the Academic and Student Councils."
-

(K ttelli11111..1 t r,.mmm i’diti
Ito be r t It. Avakian,
police officer end thstuaiing the
charged with disturbing the peace
peace.
police officer. Ile
Manuel M. Silveria, 21 -year- and battery of a
old junior socinloev: major, ar- is a non -student.
Kenneth Smith. Iti
rested on counts ,r: !..,ttety on a
tirillwful
.tird
pall,.,.
n chiwtes

Christmas
Gifts

ilere is an excellent opportunity to freshen your suit
supply during Vaughn’s
pre-holiday bonus event.
This sale includes our entire stock of natural shouldered suits. Sizes from 35
short to 46 extra long.
Choose from Vested Suits,
Tweeds. Sharkskins, Wor-teds, Whipcords, Gabs.
Fm a limited time only!
selection advisable.

69.50 Suits
75.00 Suits
79.50 Suits
85.00 Suits

NOW 34.50
NOW 37.50
NOW 39.75

89.50 Suits
95.00 Suits
100.00 Suits

NOW 42.50

120.00 Suits

NOW 44.75
NOW 47.50
NOW 50.00
NOW 60.00

olsCOUNT ON ALL MERCHANDIsE

DANK CREDIT CARDS WELCOME

5 RUG

ronklirti 11.1111A/0 11111111111C1. LOS .11[1111 0/111111
ate eV, 1/ 1111 11,1, 1.0.01/1, S.A.11111/11/

0AT SATHER GATE--...

125 SOUTH FOURTH STREET

The Norelco Tripleheader.
The closest, fastest, most comfortable
shaver on wheels.
On campus.
On-off switch.
It also has three Norelco
Microgroove" ’floating heads’,
to shave you 35% closer. So
close, we dare to match shaves
with a blade. But comfortable
too, becluse the Norelco rotary
.blades shave without a nick ore

pinch %%hilt- the floating head,
swing over the hills and valley,
of your face. And there’s a popup trimmer to give y011 an edge
on your ’,althorns. ’
Now there’s a Rechargeable
Tripleheader Speedshaverg,
45CT too l’ work; with or with
out a cord. And delivers twice

as many shaves per charge as
any other re-chargeable.
Two great
Tripleheaders
w it h more
features than
any other
shavers on
the market

"Sizzling"
"Good"

Pendleton Shirts
in two popular styles
Pure virgin wool, in grand plaids and ho.I p.
colors. Choose button-down or spread collar
style. Perfect gift for outdoor man.
Sib

elk

Try our gigantic Spartan Cheeseburger. It’s made
with fresh ground chuck, lettuce and tomatoes.
To top it off we cover this delicious ground round
with melted pasturized cheese and soft fresh

40,

buns. Try a sizzling Spartan cheeseburger today.
Don’t forget our convenient take home service.

cpartan
150 East
San Carlos St.

/IOW

Fun for the family!
Labyrinth Game
e

202-2840

it

(corner of Fourth tit.)
.krett.,1(.11,

,

#ote/co
comfortable electric shave.
qt t I

1

.

\ V

11.01:

Sweden’s gift to gamesmanship! Tests coordination, skill & quick-thinking! A great gift
for most anyorus on VI II’
only 9.95
SAN JOSE: FIRST AT SANTA CLARA

I 4.-.8PARTAN DAILY
..---- -..--!

For extraC

activities
en

Ns

- --

Thursday, November 90. 1987 ’,’(..’;’1"V’’’ ’’’’’’’’’." ’’’’ ’W:.’’

Triano Captains Frosh

.+1.011,649k

Teddy Bear Team
Exits With Honor

:J1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111L

Intramurals

FALL SPORTS
tonight at 6 with 16 teams competWeigh -ins for the Annual Wrest - ing in a double elimination.
$
Lambda Chi Aloha, last year,.
op ling Tournament on December 6,
$ 7 and 9 will be held Tuesday, Dec. bowling winner, is leading the
year’s freshman basketball team, game last year as il senior.
vt 5 in the training room from 11 a.m. standings with a 12-3 record and
i’ coach Stan 51orrison announced , "His selection is indicative
6823 total points.
to 3:30 p.m.
lls 11011
yes t erday.
the type of player he is. His team3,61,
riter
Sign-ups for the Annual Pre Judo
weigh
-ins
will
be
Thurs’ mates respect him for his condoc!
Season Basketball Tournament are
1;oulie Frank latigw1,1
awl .lared at the locker room floor day, Dec. 7.
both on and , If the court," Mor, ,The hunch tournament begins due Thursday. Dec. 14.
t.sr the longest time.
,an said,
I. Own lie shook his head and said. "We always come so
EUROPE
bot
atit quite seem to go all the Wal..5355 R.T. FROM WEST COAST
S245 R.T. FROM EAST COAST
College ’Masker
I is-Tisilds Bear Team" of soccer had reached the end of
Educational Student Exchange
I-, .i.l.
Program, 1142 S. Doheny, Los
Angeles, 275-6629.
1h-pite three sensational goals by Henry Camacho. the Th.i1rep.
Frank
1408/
Campus
THE COLLEGE PLAN
1,551. %s ere knocked front the \& AA (31ampionships by petennial
241-5417
_
MEMBERS ONLY
li,siiips St. Louis CitherAty on a heart-breaking 4-3 decision.
exclusively for
TUESDAY-SUNDAY
It, ’Ira ssas further etched on the teat,redtletted eye. of Gars
OVER
21?
THE COLLEGE MAN
11 A.M.-9 P.M.
las-i ii. for lie.
lioh 1)asis. Bob Reed. Jean Can:shots.
NEED $5?
Bert Nlattrigiset. had plasrd their final games as Spartans.
Featuring
11 55,1.
rosellt los. it. .eseral respects. It was tile first time
DO THIS NOW!
Co//eye Mister
AND
JUNIORS
t la
hail heen 1111 the losing 1’1111 this season and it
BLOOD IS NEEDED
PETITES
JUNIOR
1.11111..11 .1 lime M 111.11 they really helies.tl thes
could
%s
in
it
all.
Mon. thru Fri. 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
from coast to coast
I oach Julie Ilenelide/ ssas philosophical about the loss.
294-6536
40 Bassett St.
the leader in
"
I figured next sear would Le our year to go all
San Jost(
shis ssas. hid at
a while the M ills just kept falling into place
insurance sales
srs.tis 5111111 ill’ %sere ill the thiek of it.
to college men.
11.111 our -hare of the breaks because 141. had some real
FROM EUROPE
clii game- this seamt11. Agaite4 St. Louis, the breaks just went
because
Dae ’Priam, a speedy 5-9 guard
.-1ti All-American at Bella Vista
from Sacramento,einites .Iwaesvntaiminedt Iliiiy. .11.1iightinoSchool1%er agineath2e5Capittnotl, cilt:..

,

NOW
OPEN

Jge
cUPstairS

Old "lbwfi cLos Qatos

... Guaranteed by a top
Company

BRITISH
STERLING
So fine a gift,
it’s even sold
in jewelry stores.
After shave
from $3.50.
Cologne
from $5.00.

No War Clause
. . . Exclusive Benefits at
Special Rates
... Premiums Deferred
. .

until you are out of
school

For Your
COLLEGE MASTER
outline ... contact
Jim Norge}
Jim Eaton
Cam Sawyer

Frank Hoey
Darwin Shoop
Gary Beckwith

Fidelity Union Life I
505 S. 10th St.
286-6700

CHARTER
JET FLIGHTS
One Way
Paris to San Francisco
August 3, 1968
A limited number of spaces is
available for students, staff,
and faculty of The California
State Colleges.
FARE: $225 ONE WAY
For information
Office of International Programs The California State
Colleges, 1600 Holloway Avenue. Son Francisco, California, 94132 14151 469-1044.

Nevei. Underestimate
the Power
GI’ a Flower
Flowers are powerful things. They ran turn tears to
smiles. or brighten a cloudy day. or lighten a midterm
load. And. at Rose Marie’s. flower power is accompanied
by free delivery. See for yourself how powerful flowers
can be.

Flowers by Rose Marie
295-4321

Ninth & Santa Clara

Guess
who forgot
his NoDoz

lite Spartans finished the SINIS1/11 With 11-1-1 mark. their be-t
reeord vier. T111. 55011 the A 1.14 Coast Intercollegiate Soecer I onlerence title and heal their old nemesis USE twice.
The, maseoreil their opponents 56-16 and placed sesen players
eii
Issit All.Conferetice teams.
11,1 the
Lin- played the type of game they were capable
ilies would still he in the \CAA loom:
tit
blase won t!.. national title.
is though they let down in a crucial game. they gase
-..ecer the kind of lift it needs in this country hy prosicling
II,.
tat Minnie:. of excitement in every game.
I as- M
s,.1111 forget the sight of little Henry Camacho
.11 State at Hayward and scoring a record is 1111’

II,

I liii that
red Nottrzud just got off work in time
-eore
apaite-t Santa Clara anti heat them 2-1.
hat ssistild !lase happened if Ed Storch hadn’t pushed ill
Ihirs1 ipiarter goal against Chico to break a scoreless deadlock
awl present a disasterotis second tie?
ho %stolid has, thought the Spartans would in.at the 1. Iliss,rsils
British I:oltimbitt 3-1, when the best leant in Canada
had mils lost 11/ Its. American teams ill nine years?
Inc of the litte4 thrilling games anywhere this year was tins
Spartan*, 3-3 "silo- slur I SE in the \CAA regionals. Tin it
corner-kiek sielt.rs
the Dons marked the climax of the
il sent them into the quarterfinals with St. Louis.
I he team that %s ill he best remembered for Hie little stuffed
dtly hear Ilial hello them %s in I I games is now just a memory
loin a fond one.
_
...or

Harriers Faced Foe
nILaramie
etamilC
:4titte cross court, try team came home Tuesday with
a seventh place finish in the NCAA
cross country championships, held
in Laramie. Wyoming.
’I

"Are
Christians
Inherently
Sick?"
Discussion led by
Cordell Koland
Location
132 S. 10th Street
Time
7:30 p.m., Dec. 1, 1967
INTER -VARSITY
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
,Appoppa

NOW

The Spartans were competing
not only against the top schools
and competitors in the nation, but
they faced a formidable foe in the
climate.
The course was run on the Laramie Country Club, a frozen waste
land at the time of the race. The
recorded temperature was 25 degrees, but with a 15 MPH wind
blowing, it felt like 15 degrees. The
elevation of 7,200 feet also posed
a disadvantage.
Spartan Darold Dent copped AllAmerican honors with an eight
place clocking of 31:51. Gerry
Lindgren won the classic for the
third time hitting the tape at
30:45.6.
Byron Lowry, who was injured
for the first half of the season,
came in 26th with a time of 32:28.
Other finisheis for SJS were Pete
Santos, 42nd, Ralph Gamez. 46th,
Charlie August, 97th and Bernie
Kraus, 110th.

RENT TO OWN

MOYER MUSIC

veque

50‘11rLivel

FRI.-SAT.-SUN.
DEC. I, 2, 3, 1967

$1
HENRY’S
CHEESEBURGERS

HENRY’S HAMBURGERS

r,haocncee potr

51 5 S. 10th Street, San Jose

297-9806

OPEN HOUSE PARTY
FRIDAY DECEMBER 1
9 P.M. -1 A.M.
FEATURING

"THE MERCHANTS"
ADMISSION PRICE
$1.00 PER COUPLE
REFRESHMENTS & LIVE BAND
ALL STUDENTS WELCOME

THAT’S THIS FRIDAY NIGHT AT
79 S. 5th STREET
9 P.M. -1 A.M.

Patd:o

Master
Jewelers

72 SO, FIRST ST,
SAN JOSE
PHONE 297.0920

WESTGATE SHOPPING CENTER
1600 SARATOGA AVE.
PHONE 379-3051

710 DEL MONTE CENTER
CARMEL HILL, MONTEREY
PHONE 375-6577

r.;Vit’ye’dicidfeirt"
!.1AMOND

RINGS

Largest Selection of Guitars in Town
Folk
Guitar
$400
pnr month
and up

4
ts,

4,
Elec.
Guitar &
Amp.
$600
per month
and up

As Rip Van Winkle failed to learn, there’s a time and a place for sleeping. If you find
yourself nodding off at the wrong time or in the wrong place, reach for your NoDoz.
(You do carry some with you at all times, don’t you?) A couple of.
NoDoz and you’re with it again. And NoDoz is
NoDoz. When you can’t be caught napping.

non habit-forming.

THE ONE TO TAKE WHEN YOU HAVE TO STAY ALERT.

Agre,7"97
=I
SAI I AS LOUIS

Guitar Lessons Available
5161 Stevens Creek Rd.
(at Lawrence Station Rd.
across from Futurama Bowl)
248.9858

84 E. San Fernando
Next to Wesleorn Union Office
(between 2nd & 3rd Sts.1
298-5404

72 SO. FIRST ST.
SAN JOSE
PHONE 297-0920

WESTGATE SHOPPING CENTER
1600 SARATOGA AVE.
PHONE 379-3051

710 DEL MONTE CENTER
CARMEL HILL. MONTEREY
PHONE 3756577

Season’s Third Play
To Open Tomorrow
"Peer Gynt," which typifies
the hollow man of our time,
will open tomorrow night at 8:15
in the College Theater.
The third production of the
Department for the fall

Benefit Concert
assistant
Akio obi III
give a
r of music,
benefit concert this Sunday at
3 p.m. in Concert Hall.
All proceeds will go to Pacific Neighbors, sponsoring organization for San Jose’s sister
city program with Okayama,
Japan and San Jose, Costa Rica.
Tickets are still available in
the Student Affairs Business
( if flee.
.

CIGS

19’

Kleenex

10c

3 Hershey Bars

Sc

2 Rolls Toilet Paper

10c

1 Roll Jumbo Towels 19c
1 Box Cheer Soap

24c

2 Bars Ivory Soap

5c

Ajax Cleanser

St

Crest large size

29c

One Item With Minimum
Purchase of $2

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE

season will have repeat performances on Saturday night, and
next week from Wednesday
through Saturday nights.
According to Miss Elizabeth
Loeffler, acting chairman of the
department and director, the
play "manages to squeeze almost every basic aspect of life
into its comparatively narrow
scope."
Tickets are still available at
the College Theater box office
for all performances. Admission
is $1.50 for the general public
and 75 cents for students.

Prof To Discuss
’Problem Driver’
The sociology and psychology
of "The Problem Driver" will he
discussed today in a colloquium
sponsored by the Center for Interdisciplinary Studies. The program, open to the campus, starts
at 1 p.m. in FIEl.
Dr. Mayland K. St rassner,
professor of safety and driver
education, will be the main
speaker. His talk will include
the demography of the problem
driver; the kinds of problems he
presents, and the safety and law
enforcement issues involved.
He will also explain various
means of identifying the problem driver, and remedial measures which have been developed
to combat the problem.
Following the speech, Dr.
Strasser will answer questions
from and open the discussion to
the audience.

The

San

Clubs

Jose College

tomorrow

will

of

Concert

Christmas
It

will

feature

carols

from

around

Hall.

Christmas

Two sixteenth century Spancarols will be performed by
the Glee Club Chamber Singers, a group selected from both
women’s and men’s Glee Clubs,
as a highlight for the evening.
Musical compositions by
Vaughan Williams, Randall
Thompson, Handel, Francis Poulenc and Kirke Mechem will
also be heard during the concert.

Elec. typewriters
New portables
Rental -purchase
Free delivery

Tomorrow is the deadline to
turn in applications for the
Winter Carnival Queen Contest
The applications must be turned
in at the Student Activities Office, ADM174.

Interviews will be held Wednesday at the College Union
between 12 p.m. and 5 p.m.
Judges for the interviews will
be Dr. William Dusel, executive
vice president; Benton White,
SJS ombudsman; Ed Mosher,
alumni member and owner of
Mosher’s Ltd.: Valerie Dickerson, Homecoming and Winter
Carnival Queen, and Ken
Bryant, Spartan Daily editor.

will come out on top.

6th & Keyes
13th & Julian

LIVE LIFE UP TO
THE HILT WITH
A CHRONO!

Win a
Rose Bowl
Weekend
for two
3 days Lind 4 nights at the Festival of Roses.
All expenses paid, including air fare round trip,
hotel. meals. sight-seeing and evening entertainment. Studio tours. Nothing to buy. No strings.
Runners-up win suit travel bags.
Just pick the winning team in the game listed
below. Fill in the coupon and complete the tie
breakers. And mail your entry. Read the contest
rules and be sure to follow them.

FLORIDA vs. MIAMI (Sat., Dec. 9)

TopTime ...because it splits lite’s
every precious second into fifths!
This chronograph, one of a new
series by BREITLING, supersedes
the traditional watch. It is destined
for young men interested in sports
or technical matters, for those engaged in the new professions or
working in one of the developing
countries.
The Breitling TopTime Is more
than simply a watch, It is a superb
-chrono- with remarkably elegant
lines and quite exceptional precision. As for the waterproof TopTime models, they are endowed
With an entirely new watch Case:
the amazing Breitling monocoque
line.
my information, please send me,!,.,:
. the catalnoite rd new Rotating models
tCv anarnss of Braining dealer*
nearest ice.

Zip
1/s7

f3REITLING
Bro;tling.Wakmann
15 West 47th Street, New York 36 N.Y.

There must be a catch? None at all. We’re
sponsoring this contest in return for letting us tell
you about opportunities at INA-Insurance Cornpany of North America. No one will bug you.
That’s a promise.
This isn’t the way most companies go about
college recruiting. But then we’re not likc most
companies.
Official Rules
1. Complete entry blank or facsimile by indicating winner
or tie. Alho predict final score and number of first downs
of winning team.
2. Entries must be postmarked by Friday before game,
received by Friday after game.
3. Five winners per school will be determined each week
in random drawings from among all correctly answered
entries. In the event that there are no correct entries,
winners will be determined by random drawings from
among all entries received.
4. All winners will be included in final sweepstakes in
which 25 winners of trips for two persons will be determined by random drawings. (All judging is being done
by an independent judging organization.)
5. Contest is for full-time undergraduates and graduate
students of the school where this newspaper is distributed except employees of INA and their families.
6. Winners will be notified hy mail. For complete list of
winners, send stamped, self-addressed envelope with
your entry.
7. Void where prohibited. All federal, state and local
regulations apply.

Insurance Compan) of North America
Iii

that brings you NCAA Football 011 IV
cci y Saturday

I
tasty, tantalizing
barbecued tacos -- Only 25c

TWO

4th and St. James

_

vemieriftemsraNdirismbabh

Spartan Daily Classifieds
The Spartan Daily does not knowingly
accept advertising from advertisers who
practice discrimination on the basis of
race, color, creed or national origin.
ANNOUNCEMENTS (1)
POETRY WANTED FOR Anthology. Include stamped envelope, Idlewild Publishing Company, 543 Frederick, San
Francisco.
SPARTA EUROPE CHARTER - $359
JUNE 17-SEPT. 6. Price included S.F./
London round trip; airport trsfrs., first
and last night Lon. hotel. Call Barbara
Kyne, group leader, 294-2916 after 5
P.m.
EASTER WEEK HAWAII-9 DAYS
APR. 6-14. $259 includes PanArn jet.
meals & champagne en route, Waikiki
hotel, Lei greetino, transfers & sightseeing. Call Barbara Kyne at 294-2916
after 5, or 293-1033.
THREE OF BOGART’S greatest. Sunday
night, begins at 5 p.m. All for 50c. Morris Dailey Aud.
AUTOMOTIVE 121

first downs.

What’s more tempting than
a tasty, tantalizing barbecued
taco from Tico’s?

Phone Orders
96 E. SAN FERNANDO ST.
2 9 5-6765

Queen Deadline

My address
Send it off. Nobody will hug you.

10th & Taylor

,,,.

mission charge.

College or university

4th & William

Name
Address
City
State

at

ish

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

’rico s
1 AC CI S

,

(student rotes)

at 8:15 p.m. and there is no ad-

Class of

Name

s Ts

the world. The program begins

(write in the team you think will win)

The winning team will make

297-8421

l

RENT

in

The final score will be

Puritan Oil Co.

F

Glee

Music,"

_
vr,

Special Quantity Discounts
No Waiting
Copies Anything Printed

present

Mail to:
INA Football Sweepstakes
P.O. Box 1901
Philadelphia, Pe. 19105
i say

XEROX COPIES
ioc each

their annual program, "An Evening

SPARTAN DATLY-O

Thursday, November 30, 1964

Glees To Present
Worldwide Carols
Tomorrow Night

’63 SPRITE, FINE mechanically, many
extras, must sell NOW. $725. 293.3785
eves.
’64 RAMBLER STATION wagon. 6 cyl.
Std. trans., R/H, good condition. Low
Book Price. $750. 293-0478.
’62 PLYMOUTH 2 -door hardtop: 318
cu. in.: 40,000 mi.; exc. cond.; new set
"Red Streaks"; $750. 378-3405 C. E.
Bradley.
HONDA ’65 160. 4100 mi., excellent
condition, must sell, $325/best offer,
243-4980.
’60 VOLVO 122S red. New wide tires,
tuned exhaust, excellent cond. in & out.
$695. 264.1440 after 5 p.m.
’65 TRIUMPH Ti’ 650CC. Custom built.
Glass tanks. Very quick, very clean.
$900. 292-4460.
SEARS 1966 SPORTCYCLE "(06" CC
Cost $419 new. Will sell for $249 w/
only 900 miles on speedometer. Call
286-8780.
’60 MGA 1600 WHITE, wire wheels,
new top, Tonneau, engine, good tires.
Santa Cruz 408-423-5975.
’67 SPRITE, NEW, real American mags,
radio. heater, 1s408 seats, Tonneau co,
er. competition exhaust. about 65 HP,
enlisted, must sell, sacrifice, best offer.
Don, 295-1469.

$37.50. Belt ROOM WANTED WITH kitchen abou.
Mike 252-0369.
,Iner. $29.95. 540. C
515. All new
FURN, ROOM, MALE student, kitchen
’143.
priy. No smoking or drinking $15. Call
AUTO STEREO - MUNTZ best model 293-3088.
-plays 4 & 8 track. Chrome with wood
grain face. 8 good tapes included + FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED, 1/2
2 chrome stereo locks. Near new. W/ block iron-, campus. $40/mo. 292-2075.
out speakers. Cost $160 all together. RENTAL 2 BDRM., 5 rm. house. Married
Sacrifice. 295.6967.
couple only. I mile from SJS. $135/mo.,
297 2926 Ifter 5 p.m.
TANDBERG MODEL 64 Stereo Tape
Recorder and 44 reels of 1800 foot
Scotch Recording Tape. $398. Excellent
LOST AND FOUND 161
condition. Call 292-0369.
GREEN address book on
SMALL
FOLK CLASSICAL ESPANA Guitar. Ex. LOST:
cellent condition, hardly been played, 10th Si.? Box 714 Saratoga, or 8673527. REWARD.
8120. Call 251.2669 or details,

RADIAL DRILL PRESS
:
sander. $14.95
Bench saw, 8-, $29 [
tools. 292-0409 or 24

2

CAMERA-EXAKTA VX 35mm single-lens
reflex. F,i.9 Schneider-Xeon 50mm automatic lens. PenaPrism meter, case. $100.
Phone 286.8510.

transmission.
$299. Dependable transportation. New
battery & generator. 244-6304.

Call at

Monday, Wednesday & Friday

HONDA 60 ONLY 140 miles on this
1968 Hondamatic. $225. Call 294-1087.

10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m.
2 p.m. until 3 p.m.

MG MIDGET ’66 wh/bk, radio, heater,
wire woe tires, tonneau cover, 19,000
miles. $1340. Call 292-4530. $450 below
Blue Book. Owner drafted.

Tuesday & Thursday

FOR SALE: ’65 Honda 160. Call 2926938.

II

a.m.

2

’63 IMPALA 2 -door hardtop. Excellent
condition. $1195. Cull 132.0957,

to 12 p.m. and
until 3 p.m.

p.m.

’,end in handy order blank,
Enclose cash or check. Make

FOR SALE 13)

check out to Spartan

Daily

Classifieds.
-

Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465

se.

N I. 9

’MI REGAL L,MI55 VERNON-YOU MADE NS LATE APPOINTMENT TO TELL
ME YOUR PLAN TO Ni,AKE LW ALL THE 13AC.1( WORK YOU ovvE ME,"
No refunds possible on canceled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)

CLASSIFIED RATES
I

One day

Two days

Three days

Four days

Five day,

1.50

2.00

2.25

2.40

2.50

2.00
2.50
3.00

2.50

2.75

2.90

3.00

3.50

3.25
3.75

3.40
3.90

-3.00
- 3.50
4.00

.50

.50

.50

.50

.50

1

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
1:1 Announcements (I)
I Personals 171
1I Help Wanted 141
Automotive (2)
L I Services (8)
Ll Housing 151
Transportation (9)
Found
(6)
0
and
D
Lost
13 For Sale (S)

o

an ad:

Classified Adv.
Office - J206

11

’61 FORD, AUTOMATIC

Add this
amount for
each addl.
tional line

_TRANSPORTATION 191

,

100-g, silver,
0.0., excellent condition. $950 or offer.
Call 377.1124.

lines
5 lines
6 linos

EXPERIENCED, FAST, neat
from SJS Thesis, term
4104. Mrs. Aslenion.

TYPING..
worL.
papers

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

HEALEY, ’59,

4

TYPING - TURABIAN OR Campbell
form. Experienced. West side. Call 252528P.

PERSONALS (71

1966 HONDA 1.90. 1091 Almarida Dr.
Call 248-9819 after 3:30 p.m.

Minimum
Three lines
One day
3 lines

MATURE WOMAN desires typing at
he.rne. Reasonable prices. Call 244-6581.

To Place

BUY OF THE WEEK! 9 pass. sta. wag.
’60 Ford, std., trans. R/H. Looks good,
runs good. $3951 264-8978.

r,oiNr;
PAcADENA
FOR SALE: EVERYTHING 1 int . . .
some it. 1 iot it.
ref,
Stereo. The whole bit.) Free with every
purchase - your rhnire from xi snlo,
Sinn of worthless. preasnli Ihtnnment
type ronerd nIbutos (they sound groat
if you are still pre -enlightened.) Come
and see me at 259 San Antonio Court.
My name is Dan Ci’s!’ e.

EXPERT TYPIST - Fast, will do all kinds
of typing on electric typewriter. Reasonable rates. 292-3901.

099.50 JET TO AMSTERDAM, June 27,
MADE CONTEMPORARY return Sept. 4. French study course
CUSTOM
at ALLIANCE FRANCAISE
included
wedding rings. Original jewelry in cast
SKIS HEAD, COMP. 220cm. very good gold & silver. Geo. Larimore 354-1173/ PARIS. German course available too.
French,
9875 Santa Monica Bind.,
Prof.
’Sic() Coil 2962674.
354.8200.
Beverly Hills (213) 274-0729.
Fish
ENGLISH
NOW OPEN: FARRELLS
HELP WANTED (4)
& Chips Shop. S. 11th & E. San Carlos. RIDE NEEDED OR JOIN car pool. T, W.
Authentic recipe from the Old Country. or Th. Centerville (Fremont) to SJS.
Joan, 792-4787.
PHONE FOR MONEY
Open 4 p.m. to 10 p.m. daily.
PLEASANT PHONE WORK for fraternal
NEED RIDE TO SJS FOR 7:30 class
society from your own private desk in
SERVICES (B)
MWF from Fremont -Newark area. Will
pleasant air cond. office. Part time eyir.
pay. Call Dan 797-9262.
Salary
298-1263.
TYPING
REASONABLE
EXQUISITE,
EUROPEAN SUMMER
call
293-4700
Carey
done
by
Miss
1-1.,j,
Cif),
BUS BOYS WANTED. C., ,[1.
summer!
Close to SJS. Mimeo slightly higher STUDENTS TO EUROPE brau 297.2002. A,,k I
-.
11 Spend six
F,,ory C
cir cane.
.- /155 explor.
. with SA
TYPING. EXPERIENCED AND last
HOUSING (S)
i,.ur guide.
. Call 264.8592.
in June & will
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
TYPING IN MY HOME. IBM Pica. Cal
ri
Europe such
furnished opartrn,nt. $47 ‘P,
24.1 63:9. 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
as Paris, L-..ndon, Rome, Florence, Vienna
15th St. #2. 297-4434 after r
all included at a special stuEXPERT TYPIST - THESIS, term papers, & Geneva
M.F.
dent rate! Corns to preliminary discusF[ o 258-4335.
sion on Tuesday Dec. 5 in Cafeteria
MOVING, MUST SELL CUSTOM I- .
TYPING - THESIS, TERM papers, etc. Rooms A $ B at 2:30 p.m. A candid
newly painted 3 bdrm.. 2
..nced and fast. Phone 269-8674. colored movie of Europe will be shown
rm., carpets. custom ri-ii
followed by a question & answer perr
sys., landscaping. soft wati,
- TERM PAPERS, manuscripts, iod. For more information contact Helen
TYPING
Li
Palo
Campbell School Dist.,
Work
guaranReasonable.
i
r,
etc.
Callahan, phone 295-4756. We’ll see
$25,950 by owner. 371.2604.
you & your friends on Tuesday, Dec. 5th.
I
294-3772, 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
MARVELOUS: SANTA CRUZ !.!
RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM Esche’s.
r
cabin. Se
livery, free service. No contract.
17. Call eve,: 294 5369.
’hi 2598.
MALE: ONE BEDROOM APT. for one STUDENT PHOTOGRAPHER - Aware
person. Only $65, util. paid. 153 N. 911,
r-aphy. Absolute artistic quality
St. after 5 p.m.
Punks 287.1795.
100 RESUMES - $2.75 up. LaminatingNOW OPEN - Old unapproved to, mg house - $45 up per room. I b
...Imps-copies. Alameda Communifrom 1 iry. 244-3385 or 248.2379.
"err Agency. 293.0535.

FOR SALE: HONDA 300. ’67. Best offer. Call eves. 293-3591.

AUSTIN

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY - See me
.
2
30 yo 4:20 daily except
WeJ. or phone 968-0944 anytime. Jim
Koski,

Days

Print Name

For

Address

Enclosed is $

City

Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS,
95114
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE. SAN JOSE, CALIF
PIN= WOW 2 days after placing for ad to

appear.

_

IISPARTANT BATTS

Singers Perform Tomorrow
Lune Star State
The Pair Extraordinaire lias
been together hat more than Mice
years, and has appealed on TV
with Danny Kaye, Milton Berk.,
Dean Martin and on The Tonight
Show.
Both single with college backgrounds, their range of entertainment includes ballads, pop, religious, and Broadway tunes.

a at a small college folk festival LII
t’orous Christi, Texas.
Texas lirlk- tut k threesome. a (PI
bel"eir
lite Pair I sti.tortliaire,
carne a best seller over a period
tl.’1* mid
"ill Penl"H" of several months. The youthful
tolitorrm. ; ,riiing at 8:11 in trier followed with another ballad,
"I’ll Be Gone," repeating the pat Morris Dail., uslitctriton.
I tem established by their first rebygn
dieidroc
stin- li.
I’i,,..iuti
’itI’i,,..iuti
H.,ard’
In touring the country’s top
li"
’
to cut
will 1,i -I $I for .amitsit nightclubs and concert stages, the
ra. olt; nol ’2 for tmmtal trio has also performed at the
I,I3J Ranch for President Johnson’s
I o
tamily and friends.
0 [h.. chid,.,tt
,
Members of the trio, Susan
,
t.r. at Th. mutt
I’
Taylor, lagton Kline, and Donnie
,!,.., 1L’illtarns, are all natives of the
VozotStI’Ll

’liar

Singers,

Carl Craig explains how he is
able to sing with only partner
Matcus Heznphill’s bass as accompaniment thLs way: "The audience
the kiekprovides the is-,
piano. ;bawl,.
ground -the gui I.

Thursday, November 30 1P17

’President Clark
Forms Study Group Rift Develops in SDS

e.ery thing It fumes the
Page 1)
(Continued fr
Audience to really listen, and to
participate."
past have stenuned Rom panty
raids and football rallies,’ says one
history professor. "The code that
coveted past student conduct
doesn’t even begin to anicipate the
TODAY
Angel Flight, 7 p.m., MacQuar- problems arising from anti-war
demons trat ions."
rie Hall 324,

Spartaguide

Mountaineering Club, 6:30 p.m.,
S210. Discuss Point Reyes trip.
Arab-Asnerican Club, 5:30 p.m.,
Cafeteria B. Speaker Dr. Azmi
Ibrahim. Professor of Sociology.
Spartan Sabres, 7:30 p.m., /la %titian Room of Garden City Haulbran. Pledges. 8:30 p.m.
- -

The Student Activities Policy
Committee of the Academic Council will be responsible for drawing
up a finalized student conduct
code based on the existing Time.
Place and Manner Directive as
well as the Interim Code currently
uncle! preparation.

also of the tactics some membr;
(Continued f
Page Ili
to gain control ot the Inc. I
reply Was written by SDS mem- Use
ber Connie Kurz and was given ings.
to KG0 without submitting it to
"They have a ’more revolutionthe group for approval.
ary than thou’ attitude." said an"It won’t come across to the other SDS member who asked not
group that listens to KGO," he to be identified.
said. "It uses cliches that don’t
Hutchinson claimed the militant
mean anythingit speaks in terms group had gotten around direct
of revolution and people won’t confrontations with others on isundetstand this. What we need to sues by name-calling. Both memdo is to come across as human bers complained that persons wrie
beingsas U.S. citizensand not being "shouted down" at meetin
to; a great bloc that is going to by others who are mote exp.,
take over the U.S."
iencecl in winning arguments
The two members complained shouting.

SPARTAN ST-E-11:000T
SAN JOSE’S

ST. NICK NEVER HAD IT SO GOOD!

fitted

PAUL *NEWMAN

THERTRE:

*MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW FOR CHRIST*MAS
CALL 286-4720 AND FL*Y HOME ON PSA.

’COOL HAND LUKE

LOWEST AIRFARE TO LOS ANGELES
$11.43 PLUS TAX

Featured Paper Backs
At Cal Book
k Charli*e Brown Chris*ttnasCharl*es NI. Schulz

Ski Chalet

with
GLENN’S FOREIGN CAR REPAIR MAN*UAL & GUIDES

SWEATERS

Eric & Miss Eric

"Actors Tall, k bout .tetin!,by 1.ou* i-. ItiIhkr

Men’s & Women’s look.alike designs. These beautiful sweaters c.nle in nary wit1,
claret bold stripe or claret with a navy bold stripe.
only $24.95 ea.

81.95

ealifornia book co., ltd.
13-1 e. san fernantlo
san lose

’as

TUNE UP YOUR OWN
FOREIGN CAR

244 So. 2nd St.
Son Jose
DEN/ETRE SKI

Head

COLOR

catie iiteney!

Freeman’s

6110

IN

with GEORGE KENNE*DY and J.D. CANNON

Kneissl -.I-, Lange 1..?: Molitior
Fischer
The SKI CHALET is the place to fill all your skiing needs
SERVICE
SALES RENTAL

Open nights
Monday thru
Thursday

Roffe

Veleitel

Open
9 A.M. until
10 P.M
Saturday

330 South 10th St

San Jose

krit
HOLIDAY SEASON

EXAMPLE:

AND
HOLIDAY

FORD

SLAATODIFGYA

THEY GO TOGETHER

Answer Word: Spartan Daily
Clue: You’ll find this in little

THE KIND OF SERVICE YOU GET AT HOLIDAY
IS ONE OF FORD’S BETTER IDEAS

yellow boxes all over

HOLIDAY FORD
650 EL CAMINO, *SUNNYVALE

campus.

1. f iii the asterisked letters in the advertisements above.
\\ rite each of lilt- asterisked letters in the grid prmided in the box at the
rigid.
3. Using the letters in the grid (not all letters will be used) fill in the blanks
for the contest word, using the weekly clue as a guide.

This

1nswer the tie -breaker que-tion.
lie coupon at the right and bring it to the Spartan Daily Classified
It 21111, latItut
p.m . I rida% il this %neck i.e. contest runs
,, 11111-11- ,Iiir I iiilas

Contest Rules
1.

Only currently enrolkl S.IS students may enter.

2. Students are limited to one entry per person. Spartan Daily staff members
may not enter.
3. All entries become property of the Spartan Daily.
4. The Spartan Daily and/or San Jose State College is not responsible for
entries that are lost or stalest.

your

blank.

contest %%aril %sill be a place. event, or person on the San Jose Slate
1:ampus, i.e. Dr. Clark, Centennial Hall, Homecoming Parade etc.

i

r
riCtat,’ cpartan Sookstope

Know Your Campus And Win Valuable Prizes
By Playing Spartan S-p-e-1-I-0-u-t

Vbat You Can
Win:

Th,

I dl

*Various other titles

"Right on Campus"

How to Play Spartan Spell-Out

I.

"Pandora’s Box"After The Sun Goe*s Doltn"
"Tlw Chines*e Knew,’

PQRNUREECDOJ

This holiday season don t let the cold of all out-door.s freeze
out your holiday cheer. Why not get a car from HOLIDAY FORD.
The men to see abeut getting in on some of that holiday warmth is
PETE ELLIS. PETE is HOLIDAY FORD’S San Jose State sales representstive.
H. can shew you the great new ’68 FORDS, and a fine selection of used cars
from only $88.

I.

CHRISTMAS
BOOK SALE

Asterisked Letters

Spartan

Please

do

not

Spell -Out

entry

Maple, spindle,

mutilate or late, just enter!

It
PRIZE:

newspapers.
Name

TIE-BREAKER

Address

Round-trip
flight to
Los Angeles on

PSA

The Dow-Jones Industrial Average may
be heard on moot news broadcasts or
read in the financial section of most

City

Phone

Estimate what the Dow -Jones Industrial
will be al the close tor the market 4111
December I. 1967.

ASB Number

This Weeks Spartan
Spell-Out is:

1. Every entry must he filled out completely, without any erasures, to be
considered by the judges.
6. In the event that two or more entries have the correct answer, the contestant to his
.s the closest to the correct answer to the tiebreaker so ill
be the winner. In case of a tie on the special question, all additional tiebreaker so ill be given to determine first place.
7. All coati&

Ittary

flight passes on PSA expire in 90 days.

H. The Spartan Daily reserves the right to extend
necessary correetions or additions 10 the rules.

deadlines

and to make any

Peritie.. de,ignated by the Spartan Daily shall constitute lite panel of
jinke-. Their decisions shall he final regarding dew
alion of the so its .
ii. rs and di-intalification of entrants for any re
Ill. Entry submission signifies entrants acceptance of the contest rules and
judges decisions.
11. No one may win

2nd thronuli
5th prizes:

more

than 1 PSA flight during the contest

period.

Two tickets to each

Clue:

%vilifier for II% theatre.

"The Young
Republicans sp(msored
this group

Glue it a try!

In case of error, look for correction in tomorrow’s paper
.1

%seta,

